EXTENSION CORD

HEAVY DUTY INDOOR/OUTDOOR EXTENSION CORD

COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL

This extension cord is ideal for most heavy-duty purposes. It’s flexible, durable and resistant to temperature extremes and will not crack or deteriorate. The bright orange color stands out against background surfaces, thus reducing the danger of stumbling or tripping over hidden cords.

- 14 AWG, 3C
- 15A, 125V, 1875W
- 3-WIRE GROUNDED
- SJTW

PART #: 0E-CXOR1425
      0E-CXOR1450
      0E-CXOR14100

LENGTH: 25’, 50’, 100’

COLOR: ORANGE

Product Certification:

CUL US LISTED
RoHS COMPLIANT

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT YOUR ADI SALES PERSON.

wboxtech.com